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About This Game

Have you ever wanted to poop on people but were too shy to just go for it?
There's poop in my soup lets you do just that, poop in soups, poop on people, poop on poodles, poop anywhere you please, from

the streets of New York to Paris to Beijing.
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Make sure to tick off that to-poo list and unlock special poo abilities.
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Spent a long time in it. I like it.. Good and fun game. I threw a sword at a guy I was dueling and it stuck in his arm. The dude
then took my sword out of his arm and proceeded to kill me with it.

10\/10 Gameplay. Pros: the game has a nice intro level with relaxing harp music and an ominous heavy breathing sound from
one of the monsters. So it had an impact on me straight away! The gameplay itself is lively if a tad simplistic (it is certainly an
"arcade" game). Graphics are good and I felt no sickness playing it through the Rift. Cons: though you can play it with the
Touch controllers there is a limit to what you can do (for example you cannot pick up weapons or throw objects). And there is
no save game option, though given the arcade nature of the game this may be acceptable. Overall a decent VR game for the
money.. I have been playing around with CopperCube the past couple of weeks and I have fallen in love. 1 being that it is easy
to get something simple up and running but also the option and simplistic coding. I start messing with the action and coding
behaviors and find it to be quite easy when following their tutorial (but I am coding savvy). Graphic wise it isn't Unity but I am
not out to make a AAA game either.

I am running this on my Surface 3 so anyone who comes across my review I would say it runs smoothly on it and isn't a resource
hog which is a huge plus to me.

Things I would like to see in the future of this product:
-Built in script editor vs the current Script Window just to run and test scripts.

-An Option to remove textures and Models from the current project library would be nice. Or maybe instead of a Prefab
Window (just an option to open it)replace it with a Project Resource Window for the user to have access to things only currently
used in the active project. Yes, there is the Scene Graph but when you have something that you want to have in the scene
multiple times it would be better to be able to drag and drop versus right click the object and cloning then moving. (That's just
my opinon) or searching for it again in the Prefab library. Make it easier to organize content that is just for that project. Having
the Del key to delete items in the library would be very helpful.

-Maybe an option to specifiy more than one type of vegatation image to make landscapes feel more organic. Also the option to
have an Array of trees to be placed so that landscape trees would look more varied. With trees comes bushes since there is a tree
generator maybe a bush generator.

Well, I hope that my review would be able to help anyone. I am curious if a 6 is in the works and would love to find any
progress updates.
. If you're new to Alea Jacta Est, and the grand campaigns of the base game seem a little intimidating to you, this expansion
pack is a great way to learn the game on a smaller, more condensed scale. Three of the scenarios take place just in the Italian
peninsula, so you don't have to jump right in to managing vast swathes of territory like you do in the Caesar vs. Pompey or
Marius vs. Sulla campaigns. There is also the massive (and long) First punic war campaign, as well as the mercenary war
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campaign in which you don't have the option to play as Rome at all. They're all great imo.. This is a "tetris style" game where the
blocks fall in different colours. After a few blocks you will get a block that gives you a choice of making that block a gem that
will break all the blocks of that colour that are touching. Sounds simple enough and it is and often a simple concept makes for
an addictive compelling game (like Tetris\/bean machine, puyo pop, etc.).

The game has a zodiac theme and a small star mascot that narrates the story and shows you the game mechanics. personally I
found the star and the sound it makes annoying as all hell. The "story" is forgettable and the enemies being star constellations
isn't very engaging. There are no power-ups with the exception of a "break all blocks of that colour" warp gem.

There is some fun to be had here if you really like this sort of game, which I do but this was just not fun or engaging. It seemed
like luck if you got the opportunity to change a block into a gem and the game often just didn't give you the gem you needed on
higher difficulties. This wasn't because you didn't place blocks right it was just you are never given the chance to break them.
Which made losing feel like you were cheated rather than beaten.

Also every time you play you start from scratch. There is no save and as far as I can tell you beat the 12 zodiac signs then go
around again at higher difficulty, then again, then again until the game cheats you to death.

I am not sure how they could fix this game, the main problem is with the mechanic which is the game itself. There are plenty of
falling block games out there and most are better than this one. I cannot recommend I am afraid. And someone needs to kill that
star (or shoot the mascot designer. Looks like one of those Milky way chocolate stars. Must have taken all of 5 seconds to
draw\/design. Very poor indeed).
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I can't get this game working with my Vive setup which has no issues in other games, tried again to see if the game is working
any better but both my controllers were behaving like I was having a seizure, I couldn't get the toolbox off my hand and the best
I managed was to place a table at 45 degrees before my character flew through the roof and couldn't return.. Not realy ready in
so many ways...Sound popped in and out and the shooting was dodgy...It may take awhile to get some improvement but my
$5.99 should show that I am in and waitng for someething better...I too was excited about a western themed shooter but it did
not fufill its promise... Good value DLC when in sales!. Good game but doesn't work on windows 10
Buy it if you have window 7. Fun as \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665 with friends
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